
 

MONEY. BUSINESS. LEADERSHIP. LIFE.

TONY BRADSHAW

Tony Bradshaw is the author of The Millionaire Choice: Millionaire or Not. You Can Choose. and host of The 
Millionaire Choice Show: Make The Choice. Create Your Plan. Tony has founded several other brands in the 
personal finance and business space including the Purpose of Wealth Live Events, the Nashville based 
Financial Speakers Group, the Higher Peak Mastermind, and AcuteMINDS Digital Agency.


Tony created The Millionaire Choice brand to share what he’s learned through his 30 year financial journey from 
lower income family to millionaire and business leader. He grew up in a household with bounced checks, unpaid 
bills, overspending, and the utilities frequently cutoff. At 25, Tony received his first full W2. He was shocked. One 
year. $39,000 earned. $16,000 in debt. That was the catalyst for his financial transformation. Tony made the 
Millionaire Choice, his choice to leave the broke lifestyle behind and become a millionaire by age 40. He 
accomplished his goal in 2011.


Now, he’s inspiring and encouraging others to make the millionaire choice 
and create their millionaire plan. 


Tony’s book, The Millionaire Choice, was inspired by his vision of 
empowering anyone to become a millionaire regardless of their age, 
income, ethnicity, or financial situation. His mission is to create a movement 
of financially educated and wealthy people who know how to make, 
manage, and multiply their money with a purpose.

Making the world a better place by inspiring and equipping 
people with an abundance mindset and guiding them to make 
the millionaire choice, create their millionaire plan, and give 
their money a purpose.

Tony is working to build a CITYWIDE FINANCIAL TRANSFORMATION 
SYSTEM to help anyone transform their life, embrace abundance, and build wealth. His vision is to collaborate 
and work with other localized financial mentors to create a citywide financial transformation system that reaches 
and educates everyone in a city with financial literacy and instills an abundance mindset equipping them to build 
wealth.


INTERVIEW and SPEAKING TOPICS  
‣ Making the Millionaire Choice. Creating Your Millionaire Plan. 

‣ 10 Keys of the Millionaire Principles

‣ Scarcity vs. Abundance

‣ Giving Your Money Purpose

‣ Embracing a Growth and Abundance Mindset

‣ Becoming 1% Better Everyday

‣ Business and Family Leadership 

MEDIA APPEARANCES 
https://www.tonybradshaw.com/feed/categories/news-and-media

tony@tonybradshaw.com  
tonybradshaw.com

themillioniarechoice.com 

615-804-2392 
in/tonybradshaw 

@Tonybradshaw 
/tonybradshaw

tonybradshaw.millionairechoice

CONNECT WITH TONY

MAKE, MANAGE, and MULTIPLY YOUR MONEY with a PURPOSE

SOCIETAL FINANCIAL TRANSFORMATION

“Anything is possible when you    
  make the right choices.”

https://www.tonybradshaw.com/feed/categories/news-and-media
http://themillioniarechoice.com
https://www.linkedin.com/in/tonybradshaw/
https://twitter.com/Tonybradshaw
https://www.facebook.com/TonyBradshawFan/
https://www.instagram.com/tonybradshaw.millionairechoice/


APPEARED ON

For a full listing of appearances visit TonyBradshaw.com


